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Lesson 2:

Passwords
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What do you most like 
about the Internet?

What do you most like 
about the Internet?

Why do we need to use passwords 
on websites and our devices?
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Place your screenshot here

Passwords help 
keep our 

information safe 
and secure! 

It’s like a lock and key. If 
you have the proper key 
(or password) then you 
are granted access to 
what’s behind the lock!

Why do we 
use 

passwords?
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✓All lowercase or uppercase letters
✓Common words (princess, dragon, pet’s name)
✓Not using a mixture of numbers and symbols!
✓Contains less then 8 characters! TOO SHORT!

A weak password can be easily guessed.

I love weak 
passwords!
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Something that is not easily guessed and includes a 
combination of upper case and lower case letters, symbols 
and numbers!

Here’s some good passwords: 
!Cy-B3ar_Rulz57$
*IloveMy_#1Dog

CU_L8Tr_Sk8rT478
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Step 1: Don’t reuse old passwords!
Step 2: Add some uppercase or lowercase letters!
Step 3: Add random numbers!  DO NOT JUST ADD 123
Step 4: Add in some of the following symbols!

% $ #  ! _ - / ? * & ^ 
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How do 
people find 

out my 
password?
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Different types of 
attacks include:

Brute Force Attack
Dictionary Attack
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A brute force attack is where an attacker tries every 
possible combination they can think of until a combination 
works. This attack takes a lot of time and effort. 

Think of how much time it would take 
to try to call every phone number in 

the world until you finally reach your 
friend next door, that’s a long time! 

But a computer can do it in a fraction 
of that time.
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A dictionary attack is a method 
of searching by common words 
and combinations of names.
Common combinations include:
× Capitalizing only the first 

letter
× Ending your password with a 

single digit.

It’s like searching through a 
dictionary of known words 
until you find the correct 
word you’re looking for!



Most Common Passwords
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These are 
super bad 

passwords!

Ohhhhh I like 
these password 

choices! 



Password Recap
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Strong Password Criteria: 
1. Longer then 8 

characters
2. Contains a mixture of 

upper and lower case 
letters

3. Contains a mixture of 
numbers

4. Contains a mixture of 
symbols !@#$%^&*_-

Brute Force Attack: A method of trying 
every possible combination until a 

combination works. 
Dictionary Attack: A method of searching by 
common words and combinations of names.

Stay smart 
online! Use 

complex 
passwords.



Other Password Tips
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You should always enable Two 
Step Verification (2SA) on all 
your social media and other 

password protected websites 
when available.

Also, you should look into using a 
password manager to help store and create 
ultra-secure passwords on all your social 
media and other password protected sites


